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Minutes of the Norfolk and Suffolk Boating Association General Purposes Committee Meeting held online on 
Monday 12 April 2021 at 4.30 pm 
 
Present:  Mr Ben Falat (Chair), Julia Bower (Administrator), Clive Edwards, Chris Balls, Brian Wilkins, David Revill, 
Jonathan Bolton, Richard Lumley, Jamie Campbell, Leslie Mogford, Ms Claire Grasby (Communicator) 
 
1 Apologies for Absence 

 
Karen Wightman, David Church, Will Armour, Richard Card, Rachel Card, Peter Mantle 
 
(Because of inherent communications issues with the intended on-line meeting, this session commenced some 
15-minutes late;  an alternative platform had almost been set up in mitigation.) 
 
2 Minutes of last meeting The Minutes of the meeting held on 8 January 2021 were agreed. 
 
3 Matters arising 
 
Item 4 – Directors’/Officers’ Insurance:– 
 

 It was noted that NSBA’s insurance covers anyone acting on behalf of NSBA. 

 In future improved caveats should be included in the Green Book variously to the effect that information 
is believed correct at time of going to print. 

 
4 Rules Revision 
 
In a previously circulated a paper it was explained that rule 1.1.1 be amended to read that the NSBA exists to 
serve, protect and promote the interests of private users of pleasure craft on the Norfolk and Suffolk Broads, 
related rivers and adjacent coast.  The argument for such an amendment ran:– 
 
‘The purpose of the proposed amendment of Rule 1.1.1 is to reflect the fact that in practice the NSBA acts to 
serve, protect and promote private users of pleasure craft on the Broads, related rivers and the adjacent coast, 
and has not taken such action in respect of other areas of Norfolk and Suffolk.  The interests of users of pleasure 
craft in those other areas are looked after by the North West Norfolk Sailing Association (NWNSA) and the 
Harwich Area Sailing Association (HASA) which are regarded by the RYA as the relevant associations in respect 
of their respective areas. Both, like the NSBA, are represented on RYA(East) and they (and not the NSBA) are 
consulted by the RYA in respect of matters in their respective areas.  The NWNSA is an affiliated organisation 
of the NSBA but (at least during the previous 14 years) neither it nor any of its clubs has ever sought 
representation on the GPC nor been represented at AGMs or other NSBA meetings (including the Fixtures 
Meeting and the Flag Officers' Event). The same point may be made about HASA which is not an NSBA-affiliated 
organisation.  As indicated above, the NSBA has not sought to represent the interests of boaters in the area 
covered by NWNSA or HASA to external bodies.’ 
 



 

 

Some discussion ensued about whether or not we should restrict our remit to the extended areas.  There was 
general agreement that NSBA would not turn an organisation away if they approached us from outside the core 
area, although this eventuality is unlikely. 
 
5 Strategies 

 
The Chair apologised that the proposed survey has not happened.  Now that restrictions are easing he hopes to 
confer with our Communicator to progress this. 
 
6 RYA Volunteer Awards 
 

 A nominee was agreed and will be forwarded to RYA. 

 It was noted at this point that John Wilson, founder of The Excelsior Trust, has been given the Freedom of 
Lowestoft.  NSBA should celebrate this good news. 

 
7 NavCom Agenda 
 
The following points were raised from the Broads Authority Minutes of their previous meeting:- 
 

 The BA is working closely with Network Rail but there is no mention of consulting with NSBA.  NSBA should 
push for this. 

 The question was raised of what NSBA would like to see happening on Christmas Day with regard to the 
opening of swing bridges.  We need to submit our wishes formally, probably by October.  There was a 
general consensus that the bridges do not need to open on Christmas Day.  Currently Carlton Swing Bridge 
and Mutford Lock are closed unless a specific booking is made to open them;  it was suggested that the 
BA do the same.  Some information should be put on our website and then to encourage the BA to put 
out their own intention. 

 The BA has declined moorings at Belton Reach but will commence at Burgh Castle;  no further comment. 

 Generally the feedback on the new safety videos is good.  The BA wished them underwritten by relevant 
authoritative organisations and NSBA arranged for RYA to liaise directly so that the RYA logo can appear 
in the videos.  The videos had failed to give adequate instruction on coming alongside in adverse 
conditions.  NSBA’s safety rep with RNLB will view the videos to give his opinion.  Deficiencies will be 
highlighted, perhaps for a tenth ‘advanced skills’ video.  NSBA will scrutinise the existing MNABC video. 

 
The following points were raised from the current agenda. 
 

 Two new members have been co-opted on to the BA;  do they reflect the intended wish to support greater 
local representation? 

 There appears to be some misinterpretation of the problem with private motor boat owners not being 
able to use their boats according to Defra rules.  pmn:–  mismatch in DEFRA and DCMS perceptions shared 
with local MP. 

 NSBA remains unconsulted with regard to Carrow Road and Trowse bridges;  NSBA to object. 

 The Boat Safety Management Group meeting was postponed; upon reschedule NSBA was failed to be 
invited. 

 It needs to be flagged up to DEFRA that if owners are not allowed to visit their boats regularly, then 
maintenance issues may arise that result in sinkings;  the vessels then become hazards to navigation.  It 
was pointed out that the buoyage that was subsequently placed around a sunken vessel was the wrong 
colour (IALA safe passage), and should have been red/green to indicate how to pass a hazard.  NSBA had 
been instrumental in getting the wreck moved but it appeared that an underlying issue at BA was 
associated with staff absence during the Easter holidays.  The BA should in such cases provide a simple 



 

 

buoy with a sign saying ‘wreck’ on top of it.  NSBA needs a new page describing local buoyage in the next 
Green Book. 

 There has been an application for a private planning development where for the first time the correct 
procedure has been followed for both MMO and BA to have been consulted.  This is what should happen 
by law;  NSBA intends to hold up this instance as an exemplar. 

 The dredging planned to take place this coming year has been greatly reduced yet again.  Because of 
Haven Bridge at Gt.Yarmouth presently only being opened twice per month at dead-of-night, booked in 
advance, the BA’s contractor for piling on Breydon Water claims inability to move equipment which is 
questioned by NSBA.  However, as a result, BA plans to do the piling work using Directly Employed Labour 
taken from the dredging team.  There does not appear to be an evident strategy for pay-back which NSBA 
considers unacceptable.  Dredging is extremely important to the Broads.  The BA has already reduced 
dredging capacity from that ‘promised’ previously.  There would appear to be potential local contractors 
within the Broads, who were previously included in the bidding round who should now be reconsidered 
for being allocated the piling work thus freeing the DEL to be reapplied to their prime task of dredging. 

 
8 Waterwatch 
 
A paper was noted regarding the progress of ‘Waterwatch’.  There is some concern that this scheme has not been 
widely taken up by members of MNABC and ideas for more widely informing boaters were considered;  NSBA will 
send information to affiliated club secretaries for onward sharing. 
 
9 Recent Issues 
 
Haven Bridge:–  Closure perceived as a nightmare for seagoing vessels.  An explicit ‘bridge board’ giving air draught 
is urgently required.  Gt.Yarmouth HarbourMaster (PeelPorts) will be contacted.  It was reiterated that it is 
intolerable that both the Haven road bridge and Carlton railway bridge are closed at the same time;  this isolates 
the Broads basin from the North Sea.  Lack of engagement by the BA is potentially foolish because of consequent 
loss of much revenue through boaters relocating elsewhere. 
 
Paddle boarders:–  are advised by the British Stand Up Paddleboarding Association that motor cruisers will give 
way to them;  this advice has not been cascaded to motor-boaters;  additionally many boarders do not ‘drive’ on 
the right but wander at will. 
 
Bridge Operators:–  In 2018 Network Rail withdrew the availability of land line telephone numbers for bridges 
while new signalling was being installed; NWR has not reinstated this facility as promised despite the signalling 
work having completed.  It is imperative that this be reinstated, especially for pre-booking openings and for 
emergency reporting. 
 
St.Benet’s moorings:– an issue arose during a public BA meeting concerning new land ownership and leases where 
BA’s intention to conduct works on a stretch of mooring facility was held up;  while NSBA was about to step up to 
broker liaison between groups representing the BA, the Environment Agency, anglers and the leasees, the issue 
has undergone some mitigation and is no longer seen as urgent. 
 
10 Standing Issues 
 
Works on the two ‘gateway’ bridges at Lowestoft (Lake Lothing ) and at Gt.Yarmouth have both now commenced.  
NSBA remains actively engaged to ensure transit boaters are not unduly disadvantaged. 
 
 
 



 

 

11 Background Operation 
 
2021 Green Book:–  A huge thank you to all for the help and assistance in compiling the new book;  also thanks to 
individuals undertaking deliveries.  Sadly another difficult year for clubs/events/fixtures but the sailing 
events/fixtures on the NSBA website are being updated as and when we receive cancellations/postponements. 
 
Broadland Youth Regatta:–  is planned at NBYC (4 September 2021). 
Ramuz Inter-Club Trophy:–  is planned at Filby in Wayfarers (23 October 2021). 
 
Boswells will cover insurance for the Ramuz, and the BYR will be covered by the host club.  NSBA’s sailing sub-
committee should meet to discuss and finalise planning. 
 
12 Membership Report 
 
A membership report was noted plus a summary regarding outgoing invoices. 
 
13 Date of next meeting 
 
The next meeting will be on Monday 7 June 2021 (BA’s Nav.Com. on Thu-10-Jun-2021). 


